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notes

Inspired by Thorton Wilder’s Pulitzer Prize-winning play, Our Town, 
Bridget Grace Sheaff takes us on a nostalgic journey as she pays 
tribute to her home town.  This selection may be performed by either 
a female or male and should be entered in Poetry Interpretation.  
The lack of capitalization and punctuation is intentional; therefore, 
it will be crucial for the performer to carefully score this poem to 
mark necessary pauses.  This is ultimately a love poem.  Warm facial 
expressions and vocals will only add to the proper tone of the overall 
performance. The drama mask icons are simply visible to show 
performers when to turn the pages in their manuscripts.

i didn’t have to be born Here or even live Here
the odds were not stacked in my favor
by the pure lottery of birth or providence of the housing market
i got to live Here

lucky me
fortunate me
blessed me
my Home Town
This is the ground i walked on for years

i never appreciated the smell of Your soil
the tickling of Your grass
the residual heat of Your asphalt after a hot summer day
This is the air that I forgot to consume daily
i didn’t remember to savor it
to let the tastes and smells combine into this exquisite blend of sweetness

This is the taste of the water
one would think water would taste the same everywhere
it’s the same molecules
but This is the special tasting water
the normal water
the water you can’t buy in bottles at a store (and believe me i’ve tried)

This is the biggest small town i know

preparing for winter or school or holidays
the whole Town felt it
and loved it

falls were the best
do i need any other reason to love You

i would spend the fall days
riding past the shops, stores, and businesses
looking at all the people i knew so well

james and his kid sister working the counter
at the ice cream parlor
would wave at me as i pedaled past

gary lounging in his booth in the diner
always has a story to tell me about his time in the navy

mrs. johnson cutting meat into portions
at our butcher shop
would hand me my mother’s order and a bone for baxter

fitz wiping his hands in front of the mechanic’s garage
would quiz me on the songs that came on the radio

dr. harold putting on gloves
at the dentist’s
would smile at me through the window and show off his teeth

it became commonplace to see these people
which didn’t mean it wasn’t special
it was special because these people were Here
living with You

i get breathless and flushed
when i imagine the pure snow outside my window
the cold feeling of the floor under my feet in the morning

Your winters are so beautiful
Your winters are so beautiful 
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with the possibility of running into someone i know
or meeting complete strangers
This is my Home Town
and i am in love with my Home Town

shall i compare thee to a summer’s day
the only summer i know and love is the one that is Here
there is no comparison
the slight breeze
the sun
the shade of the perfect tree
the gentle hum of the few passing cars 
it’s a rare and glorious adventure when a car drives down our street

summer was the best
there was no school and obviously that brought much joy to everyone
as the suspenseful waiting for vacation was driving everyone insane

summer was the best
we made lemonade 
and went on excursions
just getting in the car and going
ending up at the zoo
or the museum
or the wading pool
or the ball park
or the run-down movie theater that played marx brothers films

summer was the best

 i love Your summers the best

i would walk through Your streets and alleys
heading to the library
a ritual more than a habit
i would walk through the doors
the air conditioning hitting my sweaty skin
a blessed relief from Your heat
i would walk by the desk
nodding to mrs. davis and miss schubert

always gossiping in hushed tones

i would walk to the bookshelves
the handmade ones that came from sid hoffman’s wood shop
the ones he let all the kids help make
i would walk through the stacks
touching the familiar classics in their familiar order
leafing through the ones i wanted to reread
i would walk to the back corner of the library
then collapse into the large red plush armchair
and look up at the ceiling
covered in pictures of our favorite literary characters
peter rabbit next to dorothy and the gang from oz
and think “there is no place like home”
only with You

my heart is full when i think of Your falls
there is nothing like a fall day at Home
the piles of leaves in the front yard
accompanied with their wet smell
constantly brushing noses
sloughing through the leaves
pulling out light jackets and scarves 
a constant chill
colder than expected after the heat of summer

school would start
the halls of the school feeling like new pencils 
and redecorated bulletin boards

halloween would come and i would dress up in costumes
i had planned up months before
or pull something together last minute

thanksgiving was highly anticipated
the harried silverware pairing and napkin folding the morning before
adding last minute decorations so the ambience was perfect 
leftovers for days
twelve days of thanksgiving,
twelve days of giving thanks

fall always had a note of waiting


